Improving the sensitivity of conventional spin echo spectra by preservation of initial signal-to-noise ratio.
A simple processing strategy is introduced to enhance the spectral quality and signal-to-noise ratio in conventional J resolved spectra. The idea of pseudo echo filtering is extended to conserve the primary signal-to-noise, predominating at the beginning of the FID in the indirect dimension. This is achieved by matching the maximum amplitude of the FID with that of the sine window function. Practically, the FID is right shifted by the number of acquired points in the indirect dimension; missing data points are backward predicted and finally multiplied with the unshifted sine window function. Standard processing tools are employed for this purpose. The results of data processing using different window functions with and without right shifts and back predictions are discussed. The signal-to-noise ratio of the J resolved spectrum is increased by a factor of 6 compared to standard data processing using pseudo echo filtering alone.